Sell Out At Blackpool 2018!
Buma’s

Glass-Sation
The performer borrows a clear liquidfilled glass from an audience member.
This is then placed upon the
performer’s open palm left hand. The
performer then places their right hand’s
index finger tip several inches into the
center and just above the liquid in the
glass.
The performer now slightly twitches
their right hand’s index finger tip within
the center of the liquid-filled glass.
Immediately, the performer is seen to
remove their supporting left hand
completely from under the liquid-filled
glass, which is seen to be remaining
completely “SUSPENDED IN MIDAIR” – liquid-filled glass and all!
The performer can freely move their
left hand all around, over and under the
now suspended liquid-filled glass to demonstrate that there’s no connection between
the performer and the glass “SUSPENDED IN MID-AIR”.
The performer is then seen to move their right hand upward. The liquid-filled glass
now levitates upward, it then descends back down to the performer’s palm, and it is
then immediately handed back to the spectator.
Glass-Sation Attributes:
• Can be performed for a single individual or in a parlor setting.
• Can be performed standing or seated—without a table.
• Perfect for bar performance, trade show, cruise ship and all similar impromptu
locales.
• Works with right or left-hand performance.
• Straightforward handling and performance all the way!
• Can carry in your pocket with ease, always ready to perform.
• No moving parts to break.
• No magnets, suction cups or wires are used.
• Works with most drinking glasses common to bars, restaurants and the like.
Hand made by BUMA—House Of Magic. Original in all respects. Complete
with Buma’s photo instructions.

Stevens Magic EXCLUSIVE!
2

47.50

$
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Buma’s House Of Magic

Pocket Ju Ju Man

Performer introduces two 4.5 inch,
pocket-sized Ju Ju Men from a
natural Jute pouch.
Both Ju Ju Men feature red X
markings on various parts of their
anatomy, such as their head, arm,
groin, hand, knee, ankle and chest.
Two mini Skulls with pointed and
sharpened pins are now removed
from the same Jute pouch. The
performer now tells how Ju Ju Men have been traditionally crafted by shamans
from the mud and dried grass of ancient West African burial grounds. Such Ju Ju
Men are renowned for their powers of projection which will now be demonstrated.
The performer hands a Ju Ju Man and a Skull pin to one of the spectators to hold.
The performer then places his Ju Ju Man on a table top and covers it with the Jute
pouch so it’s out of view and in darkness under the jute pouch. The performer then
takes the second Skull Pin and proceeds to place it under the jute pouch and stick
(pin) it into one of the red Xs on the
Ju Ju Man (all being done concealed
out of the spectator’s view, under the
cover of the jute pouch on the table
top).
The spectator has no idea which red
X has been selected and pierced with
the Skull pin by the performer. The spectator now in turn, randomly sticks their
Skull pin in any one of the red Xs on their Ju Ju Man ( NO FORCE IS USED). The
performer now removes from under cover of the jute pouch his Ju Ju Man, which
reveals to the spectator’s amazement! that the Skull pin is
piercing the exact red X as the spectator’s choice on their Ju
Ju Man!

4.5 inches

No force involved, spectator’s impaled X is always their choice.
Ju Ju is designed to be easy to perform. Sized to carry in
your pocket allowing for impromptu table hopping, trade
show, bizarre magic performances, etc. The Ju Ju Men and
the Skull pins are all examinable. Sets up in seconds for
repeated performances.
Features Buma’s handmade Ju
Ju Men, Skull Pins, Jute Pouch and original presentation.
Easy to follow BUMA photo instructions.

Introductory Price...$97.50
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Voitko Exclusive!

Deluxe Flying Rings
This is for professional performers who are serious about the art of magic. Viktor
Voitko reveals the secrets of his prize-winning FISM act. While different variations
have been sold in the past, this complete deluxe set is without question the way to
proceed.
This set is made from polished aluminum. These rings really look and sound like
stainless-steel rings. The rings diameter is 34cm (13.4 inches). One Special Key
Ring with an original Viktor Voitko idea for quick opening and closing with one
hand and immediate showing of the connected rings. One ring is gimmicked for
the soaring. The third ring is un-gimmicked.
Viktor reveals the secrets of his acts, explains the correct methods of the work,
shows many combinations with one ring, with two rings and with three rings. Also
explained is the correct way of setting the light and selecting background for invisible
thread.
• No special background needed. • No stage hookups needed. • No assistants
needed… only you and your imagination.
At the beginning of this downloadable video you see full video work with rings of
Voitko in Switzerland.
The Deluxe Flying Linking Rings Set includes:
Three special rings made from polished aluminum and covered with acrylic lacquer
Download—INSTRUCTION
Special Bag (for rings)
Special Gimmick
Download Light for Invisible Thread video (second edition)

450

$
4
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Voitko Exclusives!

Edible Balloon
One of the most amazing effects people of all ages love to see! I perform locally
with “PAX” who finishes his set with this very effect. I assure you all eyes are on
him when he takes an inflated animal balloon and literally, well—eats it! He has a
great kicker! Affter he eats the balloon, he palms a squeaker and pushes it on his
stomach—and an audible “Squeak-Squeak” results in a huge burst of laughter after
the absolute disbelief of what they just saw.
This product comes with the special gimmick for “eating” inflated balloons. It’s a
classic effect with a new gimmick. The benefit of the new gimmick is that you can
perform this effort with very little effort—almost automatic! There is no concern
about speed or keeping up with the pace as in past versions, as with this gimmick
it’s always constant. The gimmick is reusable. Comes with one balloon
and special gimmick. You can use any animal ballooon.

25

$

Invisible Thread
Stage Effects

Professional Invisible Thread for
Flying Linking Rings and Floating
Rose—also for any toher stage
levitation effects.
This thread has been used by Viktor
Voitko
many times for his
professional performances all over
the world.

15

$
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Truly Incredible Quality!
Morrison Pill Box

This Morrison Pill Box, crafted by Richard
Spencer, is superb. The contemporary design
adds elegance and style, which sets it apart from
most Morrison Pill Boxes available today. This
piece is ideal for the performer or collector who
insists on perfection.
It stands 8 inches tall and 2.75 inches in diameter
with a ball diameter of 2 inches—comes with
only one ball (red or blue). It is fashioned
from Spalted Carob with an exceptional grain
pattern seldom seen in Carob. The spheres and
shell are turned from Rock Maple and painted
either red or blue. No part of this box is molded
or pre-fabricated.
Each piece is handcrafted by the builder.
The piece is identified by a label on the bottom containing
the name of the craftsman, its unique number and the
wood it’s crafted from. It comes with a Maple display
stand and glass dome. An 8.5 X 11 certificate of
authenticity is also included.

895

$

Very R
ar
e!
Rar
are!

Only comes with one
ball—Red or Blue
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Extremely Rare!

Mallet
Vase

Because very few people are familiar with this
piece, we will add a brief description of how it
is used. The vase is presented with the lid off
and the solid ball in the base. The ball is
removed and vanished in any number of ways.
The lid is placed on the base and the ball is
commanded to return. When the lid is removed,
the ball appears to have returned to the vase.
The performer then attempts to have the ball
disappear from the vase several times without
success. With the lid off, the performer, in
frustration with the uncooperative ball, hits it
with the mallet—at which point the ball finally
disappears. The mallet and vase can be
presented for inspection, but the ball is nowhere to be found.
This is but one of many ways this piece can be used.
This Mallet Vase, crafted by Richard Spencer, is a superb
recreation of a piece that, to our knowledge, has not been
produced in over 100 years. The vase stands 4 inches tall and
1.75 inches in diameter. The mallet head is approximately 2.5
inches tall and 1.75 inches in diameter with a handle length of
4.75 inches. The solid ball is 1.25 inches in diameter and turned
from African Blackwood. The vase is fashioned from stabilized Maple Burl. No
part of this box is molded or pre-fabricated. Each piece is hand crafted by the
builder. The piece is identified by a label on the bottom containing the name of the
craftsman, its unique number and the wood it’s crafted from. It comes with a
Cherry display stand and glass dome. An 8.5 X 11 inch certificate of authenticity
is also included. This piece is ideal for the performer
or collector who insists on perfection.

695

$
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Brand New From Gimpy!
Lightning
Math Sticks

This popular pocket trick comes to
the stage in this full-size version.
And we are predicting that it will
be a BIG HIT! The close-up version
is a killer effect, but previously was
limited only to this venue.
The audience is shown four
columns with different 4-digit
numbers on each side. The sticks
can be arranged to add up to
thousands
of
number
combinations. A volunteer mixes
the sticks in any order and places
them on the stand. Immediately the
performer knows what the total is.
The volunteer adds the numbers
and confirms the total is correct.
The answer/prediction can be
written on a card or blackboard or
announced prior to the calculation.
You can also predict the number
total on the back without ever
seeing it.
Use with 2, 3 or 4 sticks. No hard
math to remember—if you can
subtract 2, you can do it. Endless
types of routines can be done with
this versatile prop. The sticks are 2.25 inches x 12 inches and sit on a hardwood
stand. Lightweight but very durable and built to last. Easily visible from 50-plus
feet.

Lightning Fast!

225

$

More of Gimpy’s items available in this
catalog on pages 20 - 22. Also search our
website for even more items!
8
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
Rining

Don’t limit your magic—Let it
EVOLVE with RINING!
Visually eye-popping close-up magic
at its best. Some say the closest thing
to experiencing real magic is when it
happens right in front of you—
Rining proves this point. The effect
comes with a multitude of various
appearances,
vanishes
and
transposition and allows you to be the
architect in sequencing the order or
flow of any of them producing jaw-dropping results. This is what makes Rining so
POWERFUL as NOT ONLY CAN YOU create your own sequences—you can let
them “EVOLVE.”
In other words, Rining is NOT a one time appearance, vanish or transposition!
Instead the magic is as fluid as you desire, providing sequences of a combination of
all three variables—vanishes, appearances and color changes—as you wish!
As the video displays, there are a multitude of options that you can incorporate to
slay your audiences! The product is exceptionally well constructed on all counts,
materials, production and packaging. Item comes with a DVD that provides
step-by-step instructions featuring English dubbing audio.

75

$

Obedio Block
The cutest little magic miracle at a very
reasonable price!
We have had many requests for an Obedient Ball effect
for close-up or stand-up—and this is it! (We have had
many orders for our large Obedient Ball still
available for $150.00.) Now, we have come up with
another version for you to choose from.
The RED block goes DOWN on the string at your
command. Can be handed out immediately for inspection
and nothing can be found! Why? The SECRET is in the
string!
Fools all magicians
except for Bill Trotter! He figured it out in one
evening! Made for us by Gimpy! A bargain for a
miracle and a wonderful effect. Can carry it in
your pocket and be ready at anytime, anywhere!

40

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
Crocheted
Eye Balls
3 Versions

Finally, after years of research we are
able to offer some of the finest Four
Ball Eye-Ball sets we have ever seen.
Each is 1-inch in diameter. As you
know, there are only a few good
sources of these available.
These Eye Balls have so many fine qualities that
we are afraid to miss some. These are HAND
WOVEN. These vibrant eye colors really stand out
on most close-up pads. In a two hour process each
ball is meticulously hand-made in tight stitching with
sturdy cotton thread. The balls are washable to
retain their vibrant colors. The comfortable texture
provides a positive grip. Unlike cork balls, these
balls bounce. These balls are the likes of which are
rarely seen and are offered on very rare occasion.
As these are hand- made, they are very limited in quantity.
Each set comes with four balls (as seen above). Colors available are GREEN, BLUE
or BROWN. Manufactured by Big John!

20 each

$

PK Ball
PK magic is on a ROLL—literally
with this latest offering from
Little Jimmy’s Prop Shop. We
researched the origin of this item
and were able to trace it back
3,490 B.C., just 10 years after
the wheel was officially invented.
But now it’s back and better than
ever. I can’t think of a more
animated PK prop than this. Like
other PK items from Jimmy’s
Prop Shop, each and every one
is hand made. If you’re looking
for unique PK props—we’ve got
you covered!

18

$

10
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Buma’s House Of Magic

Totally Telekinetic

The performer borrows a clear drinking glass
(or similar container) which is placed on a
table top. He then introduces either an old
button, a brass key, or a plastic hexagon toy
nut. (All are included in this effect for your
choice and selected presentation).
The spectator is then asked to suspend (hang),
(say the button for this presentation) from the
glass, allowing it to dangle into the center of
the clear glass. He does this by using a rubber
band and a pencil (or similar borrowed
objects). The performer and the spectator
now position their hands several inches away
from the glass, eliminating all physical
connection with the glass, yet encircling it with
the presence of their hands.
The spectator is then requested to focus on
the button dangling inside the glass, when
suddenly a distinctive clink, clink, clink is heard
emanating from the glass. The button is now
seen to be twisting, turning and hitting the
inside walls of the glass! This physical and
audible manifestation is for real and may be
replicated for any of your audiences with
either the old button, brass key or plastic
hexagon toy nut, depending on your audience
and desired presentation.
Questions may even be put to the dangling
button (key & nut also) for a classic spirit bell
presentation unlike any other! (Additional
info found on our website!)

97.50

$

Comes with everything
shown here, but the glass!
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Buma’s House Of Magic
Raffia
Man

Where the magic
happens in the
spectator’s hand!
A pocket-size figure of a
man crafted from Raffia
is introduced and handed
to a spectator, allowing
them to place it on an
audience member’s hand
of their choosing.
Laying flat, the Raffia
Man is now felt by the
spectator as well as seen
by all, to be moving on
the spectator’s hand.
Soon he stands totally
upright on his own two
feet and stays there until
he starts to lean back
slowly, settling into his original position. Suddenly he
stands up again and this time starts to lean forward.
He continues to do so until he’s face down on the
spectator’s hand. If desired, Raffia Man can be placed
on another audience member’s hand. Now the real
magic is seen! As Raffia Man shows signs of
life, he begins to lean forward and soon is
performing a hand stand upon the spectator’s
outstretched hand! That’s right, he doesn’t just stand
up, he performs a hand stand. The Raffia man can
then once again be removed from the spectator’s hand
by any audience member. Remember—everything
happens in the spectator’s hand!
• Uses no needles, invisible loops or invisible thread!
• Everything happens in the spectator’s hand.
• May be instantly repeated.
• Under your complete control at all times.
• Gaff is completely invisible to audience.
• Completely original in design and execution.
• Hand crafted by Buma in limited numbers.

97.50

$
12
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Buma’s House Of Magic
Cling!

Borrowing any bill “currency,” the performer proceeds to
fold the bill twice, he then borrows any clear empty drinking
glass and inverts it mouth down on his open outstretched
palm. Then ever so slightly he touches the now folded bill
against the front of the inverted clear glass, instantly releasing
his hold on the bill. The bill is now seen to be clinging to the
front of the clear glass, totally unsupported! The performer
now proceeds to un-cling (take hold) of the folded bill from
the glass, and returns both it and the glass back to the
spectators.
The same bill or a newly borrowed bill is now placed on the
open palm of the performer’s hand. He then proceeds to set
a solid brass key on one end of the bill, keeping the key in
place with the fingertips of his hand placed atop the key. His
free hand now takes hold of the opposite end of the bill and
he lifts the bill straight up into a vertical position, still securing
the key in place with his fingertips as they now slowly rub
the key until they are seen to release their physical contact
with it. The key is now seen to be clinging to the bill—totally
unsupported! The performer then proceeds to take a clear
Tic Tac box and ever so slightly rub it against the vertical
hanging bill, releasing his hold on it. The Tic Tac box is now
seen to be clinging to the vertical hanging bill (totally
unsupported). The performer now takes a pencil and ever so
slightly waves it over the hanging bill. He then proceeds to
gently place the length of the pencil against the vertical
hanging bill. This time the performer releases his hold on
the bill. Amazingly, the bill is now seen to be clinging to the
pencil, along with its clinging clear Tic Tac box and brass
key—again totally unsupported! He then unclings all items
from the bill, freely displaying them in the process. The bill is
then returned to its owner.
Per for mance benefits:
Borrowed items can be
incorporated. Uses NO sticky
adhesive, static, thread or
loops! Easy and can be
mastered quickly. Always
ready to perform—can be
immediately repeated—
instantly resets itself. Totally self-contained, fits in
your shirt pocket—perform standing or seated—
perfect for tradeshows and table hopping.

97.50

$
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Buma’s House Of Magic
Devant’s
Drink A Deck Plus

Performer removes a deck and shuffles it. The
deck is then replaced inside the card box, and
given to a spectator to hold. The performer
tells a story of four cards (four of a kind)—a
single card is then chosen by the spectator.
He then takes the card box back from the
spectator and opens it. He reaches into the
card box and proceeds to remove a vibrant
printed silk of a blank playing card! He tells
the spectator that this is their named card—all
they have to do is just imagine it! He then proceeds to pour the spectator a drink
from the same card box into a glass to celebrate this great feat of magic. This is
followed by his taking the same blank silk hank, and tucking it back into the card
box. The performer then thinks about putting the card box away in his shirt pocket
but as an afterthought, hands the card box back to the spectator to hold. The
performer makes a magical wave—takes the card box back from the spectator
and upon removing the previously blank silk, it has magically transformed into a
vibrantly printed card silk—-the card printed on the silk is an exact match of the
spectator’s previously chosen card!
The performer may now proceed to make an additional, even larger, production
from the same card box of any items of his choice that would fit inside a card box.

47.50

$

Spectral Levitation
Everything
is
BORROWED—a
handkerchief, silk or napkin. Everything can
be examined—before or after. Instantly
repeatable anywhere. Totally impromptu.
Excellent for table-hopping. Carry it in your
pocket.

Performer borrows a silk/handkerchief/
napkin and shows it to be innocent. He then
places a coin, ring or other small object under the cover...it slowly starts to rise up
and up and up! The item will rise up to 5 inches above the tabletop while still
under the cover. The performer then proceeds to tap the risen item with a pen,
spoon, etc., proving the borrowed item is still in there. Upon its return to the
tabletop, it is immediately uncovered, allowing for both the cover and the borrowed
object to be returned.
Comes complete with manuscript and photos showing entire routine
and secret. PLUS—you receive the custom “hand-made” gimmick made
by BUMA—innovative as only Buma can make them!

45

$
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Buma’s House Of Magic

Nefari’s Book Of
The Dead
The effect centers around one of several
curses that would happen to Nefari, if
she violated the sacred laws. The magi
not only talks about each tragic fate, but
the images on the parchment represent
the different curses. The spectator is
asked to choose one of the tragic
outcomes, freely. As the story continues,
sure enough the one they chose ends up
being the fall of Nefari!
Complete with 10 special Nefari picture
parchments from the Toms of Ancient
Egypt.

Courtly
Card Case
Not just an ordinary card clip, but an
elegant card case made of English
Pewter with a brushed satin finish. This
card case is designed to carry any pokersized deck including its paper card case.
Expertly crafted. Your treasured cards
get a classy home and you are always
ready to perform. Notice how the
pips are different, allowing for
more benefits.

40

$

22.50

$

Clever Keys
Mentalist divines four spectators chosen
keys—which are freely selected! (See
website for detailed explanation!)
Features a CLEAR key case and 4 ungaffed
keys. Involves audience participation, sized to carry in your pocket yet routined for
stand-up performances as well as close-up, table magic. Keys, band and clear case
do the REAL work for you! Nothing added or taken away, all is simple and
examinable! No forcing or fishing for info— can perform it blindfolded! No magnets,
electronics, sleights or mechanics, simple to perform, nothing gaffed or gimmicked!
Totally Impromptu, no prep, perform anytime, anywhere even surrounded, fits in
your pocket!
“Simple, strong, versatile, effective and to the point. I will use this!” --Banachek

47.50

$
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Jim Kleefeld’s Miracles

Horror Vérité

A Frightful Mindreading
Experience. The sequel you knew
you wanted is now here. It’s
Classic Film Verite done with
horror movies. Thirty-two horror
film posters are printed on sturdy,
glossy 4 x 6-inch cards. Incredible
mindreading. Incredibly easy to
perform. An absolutely baffling,
unfathomable secret.
Dracula, Amityville, Creature From the Black Lagoon, Alien, Exorcist, Wolf
Man, Halloween, The Shining, Texas Chainsaw Massacre, Frankenstein,
Saw, Carrie, Rosemary’s Baby...all your horror favorites from the past and present
are here. If you have Classic Film Verite, you NEED to have this version. Perform
Horror Verite as a stand-alone effect or add these cards to your Classic Film Verite
set and use all 64 films.
NOTE: This product comes with a value added download. Check your e-mail order
confirmation and look for “download”. A link to this PDF is also provided with the
physical product too, but in an effort to cover bases, we are including it also, as a PDF
Download.

50

$

Classic Film
Vérité
Have your audience pass around a set of
cards with 32 different classic film posters.
The set includes all-time “most popular”
films like Gone With the Wind, The
Godfather, Star Wars, The Wizard
of Oz and Pulp Fiction. Each card has
a film poster on the front and a list of films
from the set on the back. You have no idea who has which film poster. Have anyone
choose one and think about the title. They read the names of the films from their card,
and you tell them exactly which film they are thinking of. In addition, you tell them the
exact number of film critics who voted for that film out of all films.
An amazing secret, so easy you will be doing it in minutes. No crib sheets.
Nothing to memorize. Nothing extra to carry. Use all the postcards or just a
few! Extra-thick, heavy stock, full color, glossy varnish, rounded corners. Complete
with a sturdy snap-closure carrying case. Do it over and over with one spectator
or 30 times with 30 different spectators.

50

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusive
Stevens Magic & Shawn
Reida Present...

Block Off Cord
Revisited

A block penetrates a rope, simply and
beautifully—once or many times. Even in the
spectator’s own hands! Each time more
amazing than the before! This trick has fooled
some of the best minds in magic due to the
fact of the very subtle and simple method used
to accomplish the trick.
You will receive a length of rope with stiff brass
end covers. A hand-crafted, old world-style solid
Wooden Block approximately 3 inches in size. (This
quality of block has been off the market for many years.)
Each block and rope is handmade by Louis Gaynor
and Shawn Reida. This is a working performer’s model
that is durable and will last a lifetime.
Various suggested routines are included as well as
Shawn’s 3-phase routine that he perfected over time.
We know you will enjoy this classic effect in your show.
An impossible penetration.

49.50

$

Purchased from any Stevens
Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com
(use Code: SME53018)
Offer cannot be used in
combination with any other
promotion or special. Some
items are nondiscountable or
listed as a special price, these
are not eligible for this coupon.
Nor are Antiques!
Expires May 30, 2018!

Remember YOU must
MENTION the coupon to use it!
It is NOT given automatically,
and will not be applied
retroactively! Coupon Code:
SME53018
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Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ___________________
Zip ______________________

Phone—Day (_____) ________________
Evening (_____) _____________________
E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________
ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

PAYMENT METHOD:
MasterCard

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Visa

Check / Money Order

Amount Enclosed $ ____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Card Account Number

Expiration Date: _______ _______ CVN Code: ______
Month

Year

_______________________________________________________________
Customer Signature
All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.
Domestic Insurance Policy:
UPDATED SHIPPING CHARGES:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves Minimum Ship Charges:
our premises. We, therefore, suggest you insure
$
0.00 to $ 50.00 ....................... $8.00
your order. Insurance fees are as follows:
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$
0.01 to $ 50.00 ......................... $0.75 $ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $13.00
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
Important
Note: The above charges will apply
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60 on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40 to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20 dimensions and weights (including but not limited
Maximum Liability $600.00
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
**Prices subject to change without notice.** shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
phrase “minimum ship charge” is included in the
copy and or prices.
above tiers.
Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst). We’re happy to help you with your orders. We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com
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Total
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Gimpy Exclusives!

Grant’s One, Two, Three
Baffling Blocks

A lost and unique method to produce the same
effect as the cube a libre/Selbit blocks. Blocks
printed one, two and three—magically arrange
themselves in several orders and orientations until
the final phase, where an audience member
selects the order. When the tube is removed, of
course it matches! Show the tube empty at any
time.
Comes with complete instructions and original,
4-phase routine written and field-tested by Clyde
Hayre. Very easy to learn with no difficult sleights and can be done close-up.
Blocks are 2-inch hardwood and printed with indestructible numbers. The tube is
walnut with an eye-catching marquetry design. Built to last.
Additional phases are easy to add due to the simplicity of the method. You are
always in control of the outcome. Nothing to keep track of, and phases can be in
any order. It could not be any simpler than that.

195

$

Celestial Clairvoyancy
Imagine this... A red card deck and a blue card deck
are shown. The performer asks a volunteer to think of
any black card and any red card. The performer then
makes his predictions by affixing two blue-backed cards
to a star with the backs facing the audience. Now, the
volunteer names the two cards that were thought of,
and they are removed from a red-backed deck and
affixed to the star with the faces facing the audience.
The star is spun and turned to reveal that the bluebacked cards match the volunteer’s selections.
This effect uses no blank cards and there is no writing
on the cards. The unit consists of a spinning head with two overlapping stars
made of walnut and maple that form an 8-point starburst with clips for four cards.
The wooden base is 6 x 8 inches. When fully assembled, the unit stands 16 inches
tall. Everything packs flat and sets up in seconds. No sleights needed. Very easy
to perform.
Comes complete with: Handcrafted Star With Brass Upright & Wooden Base.
Special Gimmicks (to make the magic happen!) Custom White Cardboard Storage
Case. Fully-Written Printed Instructions & Online Instructions. Each is stamped
with maker’s mark on the bottom.

Just A Few Remain!
20

Special Price...$140
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Gimpy Presents...
Fantastic
Silk Frame
Based on the Eric Lewis two heads
version.
Only a handful of this version have ever
been made. This version allows the
performer to remove the bar/sword
from the cabinet, and for the first time,
can be performed in the round.
A handsome, wood cabinet is opened
(front and back) to reveal a sword with
one or more silks tied to its center. The
silks are taken from the cabinet. The
back door is closed, then the front. The
sword is removed and can be
examined. The silks are vanished by
the performer’s favorite method. The
sword is inserted back into the cabinet.
Then the cabinet is opened to reveal
the silks tied back on the sword.
The cabinet and sword have a
Moroccan theme. Made out of walnut
with a hand rubbed finish. Dimensions
are 14 x 9 x 2 inches and adorned
with real gold leaf carvings. The brass
sword is 14 inches long. Silks ARE
included. Hallmarked by Gimpy at the
base of the unit.
“A classic revisited!” --Joe Stevens

295

$

Very Limited!
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Gimpy Exclusives!

Lighter Light Heavy Chest

You asked for it and here it is! A Light Heavy Box that
provides a double deception! How could an ordinary
cardboard box—a cardboard box you could normally
pick up with your left pinky—be impossible for the
spectator to lift? After all, it’s only a cardboard box!
One deception is the use of a common everyday item
that could be found in any house, building or street
corner. Another deception is in how light this
common item normally is. It looks, feels and smells
like a normal cardboard box—the sides even bend in
response to the spectator’s hands—but it is definitely NOT normal. Even though
it looks like a cardboard box, it has the meticulous detail to construction and the
smooth, silent operating gimmick that Gimpy’s light heavy chests are known for,
plus YOU CAN SHOW THE INSIDE OF THE BOX!
This can all be repeated several times. The effect is that the audience is convinced
that the box is never heavy and that the spectator must be under a trance. Box
size is 9 x 9 x 9 inches and includes instructions with a hilarious original routine.

295

$

Mighty Mini Chest
Don’t let the size fool you! A mere 6.5 x 6.5 x 4.5
inches, this little jewel has just as much weight as
full-size boxes. This light heavy chest is made of
cabinet-grade oak plywood and trimmed in solid
oak and solid brass veneer.
This box will not wiggle between reset or when it
is being lifted. It sits solid and is totally silent. But
that’s not all! This box comes with one extra
surprise. When the spectator tries to lift the box—Surprise! The handle comes
right off in their hand! (This was an addition suggested as a comedy effect by
Award-Winning Magician, Christopher Lyle.) No harm done, just have them try
to lift it by the sides—it won’t even budge! The handle is held by magnets that
adhere to a piece of steel built into the surface of the lid, so you can use the chest
with or without the handle, and the box still looks great.

295

$

Gimpy’s Performance Mat
Having something between your chest and the connecting surface strengthens
your performance by 1000 times!! This extraordinary mat has been specially
created to be used with the modern-day Light Heavy Chest. And, it can also be
used throughout your show as your standard close-up mat! See website for
more details. Trust us this is a winner!

30

$
22
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Louis Gaynor Exclusives

Lloyd Chambers—Thayer’s

Obedient Ball

A round, solid walnut ball that is approximately 3 inches
in diameter with a 7/8-inch round hole in the middle of
the ball is shown. The performer takes one of the handles
and threads one end of the handle through the ball.
The ball then falls freely up and down the cord. Performer
then asks questions of the ball... one stop for yes and
two stops for no. The Obedient Ball then stops on
command in the middle of the cord. Impossible! This
can be repeated over and over. When finished, the
performer can hold up the ball again to show absolutely
nothing inside the ball. Self-working. Ball can be
inspected. This is the finest type of Obedient Ball made for
the magic world!
The Obedient Ball is made out of black walnut and turned
out of one piece of wood. The cord is approximately 3 feet
long. Each ball has its own beauty and is different. Each ball
has 10 coats of high quality lacquer. Each handle is turned
out of walnut. Ball can be inspected. SELF-WORKING!
Created by our own master craftsman, Louie Gaynor.

150

$

William Tell
Card Frame
A beautiful, walnut tray (built for us by our
master craftsman—Louie Gaynor) to
accommodate three playing cards as shown.
Any three cards can be used and they are just
normal cards out of any deck!
The cards are placed face down, (these are
not marked cards). The performer can leave
the room or turn their back as one of the cards
on the tray is picked up and looked at and
returned to the tray. IMMEDIATELY, the
performer picks out the selected card! The
effect is baffling and beyond conception.
No confederates! No marked cards! No electronics! This is a clean
effect! Use your own cards. You will marvel at its secrets. Perfect impromptu,
close-up effect.

47.50

$
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Louis Gaynor Exclusives

Award-Winning...Ultissimo
This effect represents the last word in mentalism! It is simplicity at its best. Two
volunteers are handed blank-face cards and told to merely think of a card when
they stare at the blank-face cards! No one but them knows the cards they are
thinking of. Mentalist takes two more blank-face cards and after concentrating,
writes on the back side (with a Sharpie) two cards that he is thinking of! He places
these two predictions in the stand, back side to the audience. He then takes up
the deck of cards and asks which cards they were thinking of and then pulls out
these exact cards and places them in the stand with the faces showing. The
magician now revolves the stand to REVEAL that his predictions written
impossibly match the freely selected spectators cards! Comes complete
with stand, cards, Sharpie and detailed instructions. Everything can be examined.

With Permission From Owen’s Magic...$150

Classic
Monkey Bar
You demonstrate a Monkey Bar with a
Ring Tail Monkey hanging on one end. You
tell the kids that this is an Acrobatic
Monkey and that he has the ability to jump
from one end to the other and back again.
You demonstrate this great phenomenon
by placing the Monkey Bar behind your
back and then bringing it out to show the
ring has jumped to the other end! But, boy
do the howls start coming as the kids are
sure that all you did was just turn the bar
around! After playing this up for all it’s worth...you ask the kids, “Well, where
would you like the Monkey to jump to?” They all holler out.. “Put it in the
middle!!” The finale is that this time when you pass it behind your back and bring
it back out...Viola...the ring has indeed now jumped to the middle!

45

$
24
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Louis Gaynor Exclusives
Genii Tube
The Genii Tube is a product that magically makes
silks and streamers appears from an empty box. It’s
the perfect parlor and stage effect and this unit features
a larger double load capacity. Superb for children’s
shows and stage venues!
Improved Mechanics: One thing we particularly
like was the fact Louie Gaynor got rid of the often
times bulky and ugly clasps that are used to lock the
tube tight and replaced them by imbedded magnets
which give this a stronger hold, more streamlined and
pleasing look. Dimensions of item—stands 12inches tall and is 4-inches wide.
The photo in this catalog simply doesn’t do
it justice, therefore we strongly encourage you
to visit our website to see the item in “living
color”.
Please note: This is a limited release item so not
only will you have quality working prop to perform
with, you will also have a scarce and unique collectible.

Back In-Stock! New Lower Price! $75

Susie Gaynor’s

Fly-Away Silk
Susie Gaynor has made specially for
Stevens Magic. A new version for the
famous silk effect that has many names!
We have named it; “Fly Away Silk!” If
you have seen this effect before, you
know how powerful it is when the
spectator who holds a small object such
as a ball, egg or any other round object
up to 3.5-inches in their palm and the
performer just lays a silk over their hand
and “whisks it away” in one quick
flash and the object is GONE!
Boom... Wow... Quick... They never feel it go!!
Top quality seamstress work and high quality materials. The foulard is 16-inches
and the color and material varies.

25

$
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Louis Gaynor Exclusives

Aromatic Divination

This item is handmade from FIVE
special natural woods: Aromatic
Cedar, Hard Rock Maple, American
Walnut, Bird’s Eye Maple and Pine.
Sample Effect—The magician states he is
going to try an exercise in ESP using four
different colored casino chips along with a
ordinate box composed of four beautiful
hardwoods. The box has a sliding tray that
when opened reveals four circular holes. The
magician instructs the spectator to place the
chips, anywhere they choose inside the unit,
and when finished slide the tray firmly shut. (NOTE: Before the spectators execute
this task, the magician either turns his back or leaves the room.) For example, not
only will you know the exact sequential relationship of certain coins, but you can
also reveal if they are “heads” or “tails”—either on the bottom side of the
coin box or the top!
Each unit comes with the colored poker chips (but you can use Silver Dollars,
Japanese Coins and anything that will fit in the tray) and is personally stamped and
signed by Louie Gaynor.

125

$

Supreme Divination
A Magical-Mental-Miracle!

By permission of Owen Magic Supreme.
Made for us by craftsman, Louie Gaynor.
A solid brass bar is dropped into one of the three
numbered openings in a beautiful walnut wood
case. Without having seen this done, the
performer can tell which number contains the
bar without touching the case or opening the lid
instantly! Performer never touches the cabinet.
The principle has stood the “test of time” and
stands alone! Ingenious! You will love the
“modus operandi” of this beautifully created
effect. Made in high-class walnut and deserves a
nice place in your collection. Truly a “Golden Oldie”! Don’t miss out on this!
Supreme Divination is self-working, instantly repeatable (no reset
is required) and exceptionally deceptive. Dimensions are 5.25-inches long
by 3-inches wide and 4.5-inches tall. Whether you purchase it as a collector,
mentalist or magical performer this is one item that easily appeals and satisfies all
of the disciplines of magic.

250

$
26
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Louis Gaynor Exclusives
Created By Jack Avis...

Poker Pot

From The Ken Brooke Magic Range
If you’re looking for something completely
different in a close-up routine—Here it is! Used
by professionals for years, we are happy to rerelease this upgraded version. Each unit is
hand made and hallmarked by Louie
Gaynor, crafted from the finest walnut. Far
superior to the original model made from
aluminium. Meticulous detail and quality in every
way!
Jack Avis has taken two classic principles and
by blending them together has produced a clean
cut magical effect for performing what is known
as “CHINK-A-CHINK.” The box removes the
need for shells or “extra units” of the items employed
thus, the weakness of having to obtain and later ditch
them is entirely eliminated. Roy Johnson has added
additional material to the original. Once the basic
principle is understood, Roy’s working can be quickly
understood! And there are nine pages of additional
thoughts and routines provided by the late great Ken
Brooke.

65

$

Tiger Eye Sphere
Another mental miracle you will have
fun with! Fools spectators, will fool
you too!
A simple plaque of wood upon which
sits three small metal cups. Mentalist
introduces a Tiger Eye Sphere and the
spectator is asked to secretly place the
Tiger Eye Sphere under any of the three cups and then turn all cups over.
Mentalist is then able to decipher the cup the Tiger Eye Sphere is under!
There are no sleights. No electronics. No skill needed. Cleverly
constructed. Metal cups are not gaffed and there are no magnets either. No
threads. Nothing inside the wooden plaque. You will love performing this miracle.
And it’s priced right, too. Louis Gaynor quality at its best!

45

$
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Ken Brooke Magic
Driebeck Die Mini
Close-Up Version

Over 20 years to finalize this high quality
Mini Driebeck Die that is perfect for closeup performances!
Customers have waited a long time for the
return of this fantastic item! And so have
we! One of the greatest “close-up” items
from the Ken Brooke Magic Range.
Audiences love it! Easy to perform. Seems
impossible. You’ve enjoyed the stage-size
for years—now, enjoy the close-up version
too!
Comes complete with everything you need to do
this fabulous effect and all packaged in an orange
jute bag for easy storing.

65

$

Shown for size only! Does not
come with deck of cards!

David Beckley’s

Ken’s Crazy Nut
Where a nut mysteriously comes off the screw while
covered up with a handkerchief. Yes, that’s right! You
show a screw with a nut screwed half way on. Cover it
up with the handkerchief or little wooden box. Wave
your hands over the hank and open the hank and—lo
and behold—the nut is now off the screw and laying
side by side. NOW for the killer! You now screw the
nut back onto the bolt and ask a spectator IF they would
like to pull them apart? A spectator now covers them
both with the hank and upon removing the hank it has
happened again!
Comes complete with all you need plus Ken’s
instructions, now with small wooden box. No sleightof-hand necessary, you just
have to get used to the working.
Can be repeated at once!

25

$
28
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Ken Brooke Magic
The Best Walk-Around Effect In Magic!

Versa Plus
A card is placed on each of the spectator’s hands. He correctly identifies each one
and one card is turned over. The performer then tears the other card up and
places the pieces into the spectator’s hand. A second later, when he opens his
hand, the pieces are still there but have changed to
the card which was face down on his other hand!
That card is turned over—it is the card the
performer tore up!

20

$

Finn Jon’s

Esoteric

Finn Jon’s famous “Esoteric”,
proclaimed by many as the
greatest haunted pack in magic
world! No magnets! No
electronics! Very mysterious!
Three cards are selected and placed
face up on the deck. Each is
inserted face up into different places in the deck. The
deck is placed on the floor. A spectator is handed
an imaginary thread attached to the deck. As he pulls
slowly, his chosen card emerges from the deck. This
is repeated with the other two spectators and cards.
Finn Jon has taken the “Haunted Pack” into
cyberspace with his miraculous Esoteric Deck!

25

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
Bi-Kolor Kut

A Cute Magic Origami Effect!
From out of the past, 1931 to be exact, Leslie
Guest and Judah created this cut paper effect!
Here’s how it goes... A paper
sheet containing 16 squares
alternately colored red and
green are displayed and subject
to several rapid folds! The
performer announces that he
will make one cut with the
scissors, thereby separating
each of the squares. Also he will divide all the red
squares from the green ones! Two spectators are
requested to hold the paper, each holding a folded
corner. The performer makes the ONE CUT.
Magically, now one speculator holds eight red
squares and the other spectator is holding all the
green squares! A miracle!
The paper with the colored squares is NOT
gaffed! Comes complete with 1 sample, 12 refills
and a DVD performance and instructions! Refills are available or you can
reprint your own!

Refills Available (12 Sheets)...$16

26

$

Joe Riding’s

Three Card Four

“The Only Three Card Trick In The World
Using Four Cards!”
A true professional classic with the both the
Fred Kaps & Ken Brooke Routines.
This effect has been time-tested for years and
years and I can assure my readers that it is also
very, very commercial. Plays well in cabaret,
trade shows, stand up, stage and it is great for children’s shows as well!
This trick comes complete with Jumbo Cards, Fred Kaps Routine & Ken Brooke
Routine, DVD of Bob Swadling’s Act included on DVD and explanation of routine.
Also, copy in writing of both routines. Bonus: Alex Elmsley’s Four As Four
Routine. See performance of Bob Swadling’s routine on our website!
Don’t pass this one up if you are a worker.

Available Again... $35

30
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Stevens Magic Exclusives

The Original
“Red Tape Thumb Tie”
By Irv Weiner

Irv Weiner was one of the most-clever
creators in magic! The Red Tape Thumb
Tie was one of his best. Thumb Ties have always
been popular and entertaining. A modern
method of presentation of the classic thumb tie.
Two spectators are called upon to assist the performer. A roll of red adhesive tape
is shown and the two tape each thumb of the performer’s hands and also tie the
two thumbs tightly together. At any time, the thumbs may be inspected by the
helpers and the thumbs are seen to be securely taped. Yet, the magician catches
hoops which penetrate the thumbs and swing onto his arm. His arms can also go
through the back of a chair and even seem to melt through the loops of a pair of
shears. Finally, the red tape is cut away from the thumbs under the very noses of
the two helpers and there is nothing to see.
You will marvel at how ingenious this effect is—it allows you to do seemingly
impossible feats. Irv’s version of this classic is one of the best and so EASY to
perform. Comes complete with manuscript and all you need to perform many
shows and easy to refill too! We thank Irv Weiner for such brilliant thinking.

For All Types Of Audiences!

22.50

$

Spinning
Stacked
Half Dollars
Esoteric Kennedy
The performer shows an ordinary
half dollar and places it on a playing
card. Unbelievably, the coin begins
to move by itself. It rises up from
the card and stands on its edge. It
twists and turns before returning
to its original position on the card.
They won’t believe this one! Carry
it in your pocket all the time and
be ready to blow them away! No
threads
or
magnets!
Manufactured by Stevens
Magic.

30

$

Performer attempts an
unreal effect by taking
two half dollar coins and
attempts to stand one on
top of the other until it
is actually “balanced” on
top. After a little effort,
this impossible feat
happens, but what happens next takes this
effect in a different direction. The magician
can actually flick the top coin that is balancing
on top of the lower one and, the coin visually
spins—without falling off the coin. Just as the
magic happens, suddenly the top coin loosens
its grip and falls off—the entire time the lower
coin is in full view.
$
By Permission From
30
Domenico Dante
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
Olde English
Wrist Stocks

Now You Can Be A Houdini!
Here’s how it goes... Performer asks for the
assistance of one or two spectators. The stocks
are examined, and a colorful story is told about
these inescapable restraints. (Even Houdini
had trouble escaping from these simple stocks?)
Placed on a spectator, there is no way they
can get out of them, without the simple secret!
Then the performer is locked into the ominous
looking stocks. The un-gaffed antique-looking
four lever English padlocks are placed and
closed on the performer’s wrists! The artist’s
confined arms are now hidden from view for
just a moment by either a screen or even a 36-inch silk and the performer walks free
displaying the still-locked restraints in his hands!
Built by master craftsman, Louie Gaynor, this clever idea was gleaned from a set
of Thayer “Stocks of Solomon” made years ago and is sure to please any
audience. Built from textured lightweight Redwood. Sturdy and built to last. No
reset, always ready to go. A fast and sensational escape illusion! Great for stage
or parlor!

150

$

Improved Salt Pour
You know the effect...Magician pours salt into
his empty hand and then throws the salt up into
the air and it has vanished! Viola! He supposedly
catches the vanished salt in his other hand, closes
the hand and begins to pour and pour and pour
and pour until the hand is now empty and the
magician is clean. Where did the salt go? How
did he catch it again? This is a pour that is long
enough, but not boring and gives the performer
the opportunity to use theatrics during the effect.
The gimmick is 100% brass, has a smaller
diameter, taller neck for a longer pour and a wider,
thicker stream, two coats of flesh-colored paint,
acrylic finish. Made in the USA. This is an
excellent stage or platform effect. A professional
prop for professional performers! See website
for demonstration of this fantastic effect.

Not $300...Not $200, But ONLY...$125

32
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Stevens Magic Publishing...
A State Of Mind
By Dennis Hermanzo

A State Of Mind (brand new book) is in the same
style as what he has become known for with Dennis’s
other books …making memorable mentalism by
using classical principles with audience-tested routines
from his own repertoire! In other words, stuff that
works in the “real world”!
This new book will teach you 19 powerful, direct,
hard-hitting and high-impact mentalism routines
using classic props and everyday items. These
routines are meant for the working performing
mentalist who needs to project a powerful impact
on his audience!
It also contains four longer essays in which Dennis go deeper
into his views on how to become a better performer, how to
overcome stage fright and much more.
If you are a fan of Dennis’s previous work, we are sure of that
you will love this book!
The book is full of creative and diabolical material done with a minimum
of props or sleights. All in classical mentalism style with the adaptations
of simple classic proven methods designed to “kill” lay people on stage
and close up.
Hardbound book featuring 298 pages, chock full of illustrations, images, photos
and content. Edited by: Bill Trotter. Published by Stevens
Publishing 2018.
Dennis Hermanzo is a pseudonym of a Danish mentalist
and musician who has been a mindreader for more than 20
years. In 2016, Dennis enjoyed the successful release of his
first book, Mentalism From Copenhagen, which was
published by Stevens Magic Emporium and with world-wide
distribution. It was received with great enthusiasm from
amateurs, as well as professional mentalists! Mentalized,
also published by Stevens Magic Emporium in 2017, was his second book in the
art of mystery. It was met with even greater response from the community. AND
NOW...A State of Mind is his third book about the art form called mentalism.
“A book for every mentalist, and even magicians. It has many insights that are
right on and is full of wonder. I hope every mentalist reads it. They really must.
I love it!” --Marc Salem

Dennis Hermanzo is back!

65

$

Dennis’ two other books still available!
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Well Worth The Read!
Unmasking Of
Robert-Houdin

Published By David Haversat
The Unmasking Of Robert-Houdin was
published 110 years ago. Here is a replication of
Houdini’s personal copy of his book with
“annotated” pages written in his hand.
For the first-time since Houdini himself made these
unseen additions and changes, this book has been
published by David Haversat’s 1878 Press Co.
The original copy is in the collection of Jon Oliver
who has decided to share this historic publication!
Deluxe copy—limited production.
Houdini’s personal copy duplicated and showcasing
over two dozen entries plus notes. Deluxe bound
copy.

50

$

The Real Secrets Of The
Chinese Linking Rings
By Pete Biro

This book has it all—everything you would ever want
to know about the Linking Rings. Never before has
there been a work that encompasses so much about
this favorite classic. From its rich illustrious history,
entertaining routines and the showcasing of famous
magicians who have built their world-wide reputations
using this effect. There is even a chapter on “linking
things” (that will serve as a mental spring board for
magicians who want to create “their” reputation using
this effect in novel and unique ways).
Here is a sampling of just some of the contributions and/or material provided from
top magicians featured in this exciting book—Levent, Jay Marshall, Terry
Seabrooke, Trevor Lewis, Robert Harbin, Al Baker, Al Koran, Ken
Brooke, Paul Daniels, Fred Kaps, Karrell Fox, John Northern Hilliard,
George Blake and George Armstrong.
At 242 pages, with 400 illustrations, this hardbound book is
phenomenally priced! It is compiled and written by Peter Andreas
(Pete Biro). Foreword by David Regal. Edited by: William
Wells, Ph.D. and Rich Cowley, AMA.
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